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About This Game

World War II rages and nations fall. SS head Himmler has Hitler's full backing to twist science and the occult into an army
capable of annihilating the Allies once and for all. Battling alone, you're on an intense mission to pierce the black heart of the

Third Reich and stop Himmler -- or die trying. Fighting in advanced team-based multiplayer mode, you'll wage your own WWII
in an all-out Axis vs. Allies contest for frontline domination.

Powered by the Quake III Arena engine, the Wolfenstein universe explodes with the kind of epic environments, A.I., firepower
and cinematic effects that only a game created by true masters can deliver. The dark reich's closing in. The time to act is now.

Evil prevails when good men do nothing.

Epic Environments

Intense Story-Driven Action
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Ferocious A.I.

Big Screen Cinematic Effects

Team-Based Multiplayer Action
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RETURN TO CASTLE WOLFENSTEIN might be old (released in 1999), and it might not look as purdy as THE NEW
COLLOSSUS, but it sure plays better than any other WOLFENSTEIN game and has a superb atmosphere with the most diverse
areas. The id Tech 3 engine still looks good and they really did a lot with it.
No hand-holding, no quest markers, just good old school FPS fun. Definitely one of the best shooters out there.. My god, the
childhood memories with this thing... beautiful times. I had really fond memories of this game, but most of that was from the
demo where the majority of the enemies are melee only and you don't have to deal with the AI's laser lock-on system.

It plays almost like a single player version of Counter-Strike, except it's actually still fun and nowhere near as cheap (most of the
time) as the deleted scenes of Condition Zero. Corner jiggle peeking is rewarded and prolonged spraying of the automatic
weapons is punished with poor accuracy.

It's good but not as great as I remembered and I would actually recommend playing on the easiest difficulty to avoid having to
exploit the AI when dealing with the more powerful bullet sponge enemies in the 2nd half of the game, as I had to in my recent
play through.

There are fan patches, source ports, and texture packs available to accommodate the higher resolutions of modern monitors and
future proof the game for current and future operating systems.. A fun sequel utilizing the Quake 2 engine. It gave a new
experience to the classic storyline for a next-generation upgrade out of the sprite-based era.

Many of the plot elements were later adapted to other Wolfenstein games, making this title a bit obsolete.
I recommend it for completionists and fans of the old school play.

It did spawn and amazing multiplayer movement, however.. Classic WW2 game by all means! Those were the good times when
you actually saw legitimate german WW2 uniforms with swatstika armbands, swatstikas flags and hilter posters unlike today's
games. Thumbs up and hopefully we get a remastered version soon!
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